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preconstruction review program will
serve as an adequate implementation
vehicle during a transition period
because it will allow Wisconsin to select
control measures that would meet
MACT, as defined in section 112, and
incorporate these measures into a
federally enforceable preconstruction
permit.

Another consequence of the fact that
Wisconsin lacks a program designed
specifically to implement section 112(g)
is that the applicability criteria found in
its preconstruction review program may
differ from those in the section 112(g)
rule. However, whether a particular
source change qualifies as a
modification, construction, or
reconstruction for section 112(g)
purposes during any transition period
will be determined according to the
final section 112(g) rule. The EPA
would expect Wisconsin to be able to
issue a preconstruction permit
containing a case-by-case determination
of MACT where necessary for purposes
of section 112(g) even if review under
its own preconstruction review program
would not be triggered.

WDNR also commented that it will
implement section 112(g) using its
preconstruction review program, as EPA
proposed on October 19, 1994. In
addition, WDNR agreed that allowing
Wisconsin 18 months from
promulgation of Federal section 112(g)
regulations to adopt its own regulations
is sufficient.

One commenter incorporated by
reference its comments on the proposed
section 112(g) rule, and stated that the
proposed rule has technical, legal, and
constitutional defects that disqualify it
as a valid or workable approach to
section 112(g) implementation. The EPA
believes the appropriate forum for
pursuing objections to the legal validity
of Federal regulations is by: (1)
Submitting comments on a proposed
rulemaking during the public comment
period for that particular rulemaking, or
(2) petitioning for review of the
promulgated rule in the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals. If the commenter has
concerns with the final section 112(g)
rule, the commenter will have the
opportunity to pursue such action once
the section 112(g) rule is promulgated.

Two commenters assumed that EPA
would delegate the section 112(g)
requirements to the State. The EPA
wishes to clarify that the
implementation of section 112(g) by the
State, including case-by-case MACT
determinations, is a requirement for
approval of a State title V program. In
other words, approval of the title V
operating permits program confers on
the State responsibility to implement

section 112(g). Since the requirement to
implement section 112(g) lies with the
State in the first instance, there is no
need for a delegation action apart from
the title V program approval
mechanism, except where the State
seeks approval of a ‘‘no less stringent’’
program under 40 CFR part 63 subpart
E. The EPA’s approval of Wisconsin’s
program for delegation of section 112
standards as promulgated does not
affect this responsibility to implement
section 112(g).

5. Acid Rain Commitment
WDNR commented that there has

been a delay in finalizing the State’s
acid rain regulations, and stated that
Wisconsin will be requesting a short
extension of its January 1, 1995
commitment date for submitting the
acid rain program requirements. On
December 19, 1994, EPA received
WDNR’s request to extend the acid rain
submittal requirement to May 1, 1995.
Because EPA does not expect this
extension to affect WDNR’s ability to
timely implement the Phase II acid rain
requirements, EPA approves WDNR’s
request.

6. Operational Flexibility Provisions
One commenter questioned EPA’s

authority to grant interim approval to a
State that did not include operational
flexibility provisions for ‘‘new’’ and
‘‘modified’’ sources (as defined by
Wisconsin’s program). The Act provides
that EPA may grant interim approval to
a program that substantially meets the
requirements of title V, but is not fully
approvable. The key term,
‘‘substantially meets’’, was not expressly
defined in the statute. The part 70
regulations further address this issue,
but in fairly broad terms, specifying
eleven core program elements,
including operational flexibility.
Further guidance was issued in a
memorandum on August 2, 1993
entitled, ‘‘Interim Title V Program
Approvals,’’ signed by John Seitz,
Director of the Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards.

40 CFR 70.4(d)(3)(viii) provides that
the State program must allow certain
changes to be made without requiring a
permit revision if the changes are not
title I modifications and do not exceed
the emissions allowable under the
permit, as provided in 40 CFR
70.4(b)(12). The preamble to the part 70
rulemaking further indicates that
interim programs need to include only
the ability to generally implement this
section. See 57 FR 32271.

Each of the three approaches to
operational flexibility set forth in 40
CFR 70.4(b)(12) describes an approach

to implementing the language of the
statutory mandate for operational
flexibility. As explained in the August
2, 1993 memorandum, EPA interprets
the regulation and preamble to mean
that a State program would be eligible
for interim approval if it provides for
the implementation of any one of these
three approaches for providing
operational flexibility.

40 CFR 70.4(b)(12)(i) provides for
section 502(b)(10) changes. Wisconsin’s
program includes this provision for
‘‘existing’’ sources, but not for ‘‘new’’ or
‘‘modified’’ sources. 40 CFR
70.4(b)(12)(ii) provides for an optional
SIP trading program. Wisconsin’s
program does not currently include this
provision, as no SIP trading program
exists. 40 CFR 70.4(b)(12)(iii) provides
for trading in the permitted facility for
the purpose of complying with a
federally enforceable emissions cap that
is established in the permit independent
of otherwise applicable requirements.
Wisconsin’s program includes this
provision in s.NR 407.025(2)(a), Wis
Adm. Code.

Wisconsin’s program partially
includes the first operational flexibility
provision, and fully includes the third
provision. Therefore, Wisconsin’s
operational flexibility provisions
substantially meet the requirements of
part 70, and the program is eligible for
interim approval. However, EPA is
clarifying in the final interim approval
of Wisconsin’s program that the
operational flexibility deficiency is
specific to the requirements of 40 CFR
70.4(b)(12)(i).

7. Denial of Permit Renewal
Applications

Two commenters disagreed with
EPA’s proposal that, as a condition for
full approval, Wisconsin’s program
must provide the authority to deny a
renewal application for a source that is
not in compliance. The commenters
stated that part 70 does not mandate
denial in such a circumstance, and
Wisconsin should be able to retain its
discretion to either approve or deny a
permit renewal application for a source
that is not in compliance.

The EPA agrees with the commenters
that the denial of a permit renewal
application for a source that is not in
compliance is a discretionary action. As
explained in the proposal, however,
Wisconsin’s program is lacking the
underlying authority to deny a renewal
application for a source that is not in
compliance. As a condition for full
approval, Wisconsin’s program must
include the provision that any permit
noncompliance is grounds for denial of
a permit renewal application. This


